United States Fight League Promoter Agreement
Name of Requested Event:

Date of Requested Event:

Approximately amount of USFL youth bouts:

Is there a participation Fee:

Location of event:
List below any other non-USFL activities at event (Grappling, Adult MMA, Muay Thai, Karate, etc.):

NOTE: USFL officials can oversee but not “sanction” Class B bouts (Bouts with limited rules and
no submissions) or Class C bouts (Grappling only) nor retain rankings or records of athletes and
teams for these types of bouts. Promoters may utilize the Point MMA ™ sanctioning
organization for event branding, permissions and rankings purposes for Class B bouts. Class A
and C bouts must be within USFL standards of allowable techniques for USFL oversight.
Promoter or matchmaker of responsibility must agree by initialing to all conditions in this document.
_______ Initial
This agreement is between Promoter and USFL. The USFL Lead Official can also be considered an agent
for the USFL. A USFL matchmaker can be considered an agent for the promoter. Any additional tasks or
duties requested by the promoter can be added to this contract if agreed upon by promoter and USFL.
NO EXPECTATION OF APPROVAL SHALL EXIST UNTIL THIS AGREEMENT IS FULLY EXECUTED.
MATCHMAKING:
Promoters may utilize matchmakers as their agents in dealings with the USFL, coaches and athletes.
Matchmakers are authorized by promoter to make such liaisons and promoter beers responsibility for
any and all actions of the appointed matchmaker. Promoter or matchmaker is responsible to disclose
age, weight and experience of opponent to each opposing party, proffering to the USFL that said match
is agreed upon by both parties prior to submitting fight card to the USFL. Promoter and/or Matchmaker
is responsible for parents or authorized guardian signature on fight agreement listing age and weight of
both parties to the USFL prior to event check in. Matchmaker must obtain biannual background
clearance and annual training.
NAME OF USFL LICENSED MATCHMAKER (if not promoter)________________________
INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS:
Promoter must obtain event liability insurance and list the USFL as additionally insured on the certificate
of coverage. The certificate of coverage must be provided to the USFL no later than one week prior to
event. If at any time prior to event, this coverage becomes nullified or void, the USFL will promptly cancel
authorization of any and all support and recognition for the event.
Certificate should list: United States Fight League PO Box 451 , Lake Forest, CA 92630

MUST ABIDE BY USFL RULES & REGULATIONS:
The promoter understands and acknowledges bouts that violate and/or do not follow the protocols of
the technical rules and regulations of the USFL including but not limited to licensing of athletes and
coaches; rules governing mixed gender bouts; allowable age-based techniques; and pairings that exceed
the maximum allowable weight or age spreads will be prohibited from occurring at their event. Should
this occur, the promoter agrees to accept these risks, and for good and valuable consideration received,
hereby releases, discharges, holds harmless, covenants not to sue, and agrees to indemnify and defend
the USFL and its officials from liability, causes of action, claims, demands, losses or damages, caused or
alleged, to be caused in whole or in part by the active or passive negligence of the USFL or the Officials.
BOOKING OF OFFICIALS :
The promoter understands and acknowledges that aside from the Lead Official, all judges, inspectors,
referees, timekeepers, and others licensed by the USFL (hereinafter the “Officials”) who will be assigned
to participate in this event, are not employees of the USFL, but volunteers who have obtained a USFL
license to preform said duties. All Officials and/or volunteers with positions of authority over minors must
be trained and in compliance with the Federal Safe Sport act of 2017. Promoter understands that
Officials are “hired” by the Promoter for their event and if agreed upon receive per diem from the
promoter. Promoter understands and accepts the risk that one or more of those Officials may, for some
valid or invalid reason fail, refuse, or be unable to promptly or ever fulfill that assignment. Should this
occur, the event may be delayed, be unable to go forward, or be cancelled. Promoter agrees to accept
these risks, and for good and valuable consideration received, hereby releases, discharges, holds
harmless, covenants not to sue, and agrees to indemnify and defend the USFL and its officials from
liability, causes of action, claims, demands, losses or damages, caused or alleged to be caused in whole
or in part by the failure, refusal or delay, of one or more of the officials to timely fulfill their assignments
at the event, including when due to the active or passive negligence or the USFL or the Officials.
MEDICAL SUPPORT REQUIREMETS:
The promoter understands and acknowledges that the promoter is responsible to contract and hire the
appropriate medical support staff, including but not limited to a licensed ringside physician, and
paramedic and ambulance with advanced life support capabilities or as required by law of the
jurisdiction of event. The promoter understands and accepts the risk that the event may be delayed, be
unable to go forward, or be cancelled if one or more of these medical officials do not show.
Check applicable medical support of event:
____ State Licensed Physician (Minimum requirement for State of California)
____ State Licensed Medical Official: Chiropractor, Physician Assistant, Nurse, Physical Therapist, other
non-Physician Medical Doctor, Paramedic, Athletic Trainer, EMT, Other. (Not allowed in CA.)
Type of medical support if not licensed Physician: _______________________ (Not allowed in CA.)
____ Ambulance with Paramedic/ Advanced life support services (Minimum requirement in California)
____ Ambulance with EMT / Non Advanced life support (Not allowed in CA.)
____ Evacuation plan (if ALS ambulance service has a documented 5 min or less response time. (Not
allowed in CA.)
REQUIRED LOGISTICAL SUPPORT:
Promoter is responsible to provide logistical support and materials as required by the USFL to include
adequate amounts of Red and Blue tape to cover Gloves and Shin guards, safe pre-bout staging areas,
competition areas that meet the standards of the USFL and personnel to ensure the safety, integrity and
security of staging and competition areas. Non-Licensed Adults must be separated from youth in
designated locker room or secured warm up areas.

ALCOHOL LIMITATIONS:
Promoters understand and agree that alcohol beverages are prohibited from youth only events. Mixed
events that also contain adult bouts may contain legally approved alcohol use and sales supported by
security personal authorized to support such events. The promoter understands they are responsible in
obtaining the proper liability insurance and security personnel required to utilize a venue that allows
alcohol use and sales.
ADVERTISING OF EVENT:
Promoter must include either “United States Fight League”, “USFL”, or the official USFL logo on all
advertising materials and flyers.
ADHERENCE OF LOCAL ORDINANCE:
Promoter understands their responsibility to ensure the venue, including but not limited to buildings,
structures, amenities and facilities conform to laws, codes, ordinances, and regulations of the jurisdiction
of event and that any and all dealings with jurisdictions and/or municipalities are the sole responsibility
of the promoter.
TITLE BOUTS:
Promoter may utilize and advertise title bouts under their own “sanctioning” as a “promoters’ belt” for
any division which falls within the allowable age and weight spreads. USFL Title bouts must be approved
by the USFL ranking committee and fall within the pre-described USFL fixed age and weight groups.
MEDIA COVERAGE APPORVAL:
All requests for media coverage must be approved by the USFL at least one week prior to event. Failure
to disclose presence of media may result in USFL cancelling authorization for such event.
SERVICES RENDERED BY LEAD OFFICIAL:
The USFL lead official shall review promoter’s bout card for quality control to ensure pairings are within
the USFL rules and regulations. The Lead official will conduct official same day weigh in and record weigh
in results and administer pre-bout penalties. The lead official will pass out and collect pre and post bout
medical paperwork, waivers and coordinate with other inspectors in conducting pre-bout check in and
inspections. The lead official will remain at the competition area and help the promoter control the
tempo of their event while recording official results and collecting post event paperwork. The Lead
official will file appropriate post event paperwork and submit final results for the USFL to record.
The Undersigned promoter agrees to abide by all the conditions of this document and further agrees to
promote sportsmanship, honor and integrity in conjunction with the proposed event.
PROMOTER:
Print:______________________________ Signature:___________________________ Date:_________

ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS AGREED UPON BY PROMOTER AND USFL
OR LEAD OFFICIAL:

